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Helping Your Child Manage Angry Feelings 

Children often mistakenly get the message that it’s not okay to feel mad, usually because 

their behavior when mad leads to negative consequences.  It is important to teach your child that 

it’s okay to be mad, but it’s not okay to be mean.   

There are three important rules for children (and adults!) to follow when they are mad:   

1) Do not hurt yourself.   

2) Do not hurt others.   

 3) Do not destroy property.  (property = items that belong to someone)   

Help your child to discover where they feel the anger in their body, and then help them to 

find appropriate ways to get rid of their anger.  If a child is feeling anger in his hands, hitting a 

person, punching the wall, or breaking their toy/pencil/book would be breaking the anger rules.  

Instead parents should allow them to have things that are okay to manipulate in their hands when 

angry – play dough to pound, soft balls to squeeze, old phone books to rip apart, bubble wrap to 

pop, a pillow to punch, crayons to draw, or a journal to write in.  If a child feels their anger in 

their feet, encourage them to run it out, kick a ball outside, or jump on the trampoline.  If a child 

feels the anger in their throat/mouth, have them shout or cry into a pillow in their bedroom, 

gargle water or blow bubbles.   

Teach your child to get the anger out rather than hold it inside.  Talking about their anger 

afterward helps them to process what happened- exploring what made them angry, telling them 

what they did well, and explaining what they need to change.  Trying to talk to a child in the 

middle of their anger is impractical because they will not hear what you want them to hear.   

 

 


